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        Omar Galliani: 60 works, 60 shots of an everyday life bereft of tenderness.
          A Tornabuoni Arte exhibition with the aim to dispel the frozen days of the lockdown.

Press release

This new Omar Galliani exhibition (held at Tornabuoni Arte from May 13 th to July 2nd)
is a powerful expression of symbols. The title alone, “Baci rubati (Stolen kisses) /
Covid 19”, brings us back to the terrible days of the frst lockdown, days of isolation,
of hindered relationships. Even the city chosen by the artist to host the opening of
his exhibition is a symbol: Florence is the city that embodies the essence of the
Renaissance, a rebirth craved today by all.
The sixty drawings of “Baci rubati (Stolen kisses) / Covid 19” create a fresco “made
between the months of March and June, in 2020, - as Galliani himself said - when the
lockdown kept us apart; in a laborious silence, I looked for these images on the
screens in my house, capturing with a freeze frame the tiles of this large mosaic
drawn with a pencil on canvas. These are the fragments of an everyday life deprived
of lips, breath, caresses not given nor received,
of a latent obscurity that became a part of our daily life in a silent and dramatic
crescendo”.
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“Looking at the paintings – as Sonia Zampini writes in the introduction of the
exhibition’s catalog - we can appreciate how the rush of vision becomes a kiss, a hug,
a reciprocity that come as an answer to that longing which has been suffocated by
the forced separation. Thus, art gives shape to the refusal generated by the product
of our times. The artistic creation itself replaces reality: with this in mind, Galliani has
borrowed from reality not only
its appearance but especially the emotive inspiration that transcends it. The artist has
highlighted the need and the importance of recovering that human connection
which becomes physical expression; a spontaneous and natural reaction to an
emergency, to a state of necessity at a time when these requests are denied.
This compelling necessity has motivated the artist to look for visions that depict a
contact and he has turned his attention to our contemporary windows overlooking
the world, such as the screens of computers and other similar devices.
During the forced lockdown, the ether, inhabited by multitudes of images, opposed
the view that unfolded under our windows, characterized by the noiseless vision of
an absence spreading through empty streets.
In his observation, Galliani has searched for and chosen images depicting people
that are visibly celebrating, by being together, an ideal closeness”.

      

“The multiple identities outlined by the succession of the drawings have been
conceived by the artist to be read one next to the other, like an overall vision that
envelopes our gaze. The pieces are placed halfway between reality and desire,
between willingness and impossibility. To better emphasize this fow between two
opposing conditions, Galliani, thanks to a skillful use of graphite, has made the
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subjects look like they are vanishing before our eyes, as if they were generated by
the same ethereal nature of dreams”.
“All of the images together, revisited by the artist, stage a sort of dialectic of
repetition in which a nape, a mouth, a forehead, a temple and more, share the limit
of their own shape as soon as they come into contact with their alter-egos placed
next to them. The description of this ideal succession, in space and time, of a
humanity spiritually unifed through the proximity of bodies, creates a visual and
continuous condition which generates a lineup seemingly able to emotionally reject
the possibility of detachment and estrangement”.
“Now that the time of kissing or hugging between us and other desiring bodies is
suspended, where the skin and the time of touching is interrupted, we look at the
images’ laborious everyday life to fnd a renewed caress so to remove the time of
absence and instill in us a desire”, Galliani writes. He ends this thought with a wish
that we all share: “Fiat Lux!”!.

A catalog expands on the exhibition with texts written by Sonia Zampini, Omar
Galliani and Roberto Mussapi. 
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Baci rubati (Stolen kisses) / Covid 19, 60 drawings, charcoal and graphite on canvas, 300x500 cm

Baci rubati (Stolen kisses) / Covid 19 #01, 2020, charcoal and graphite on canvas, 100x100  cm

Baci rubati (Stolen kisses) / Covid 19 #12, 2021, charcoal and graphite on canvas, 60x60 cm
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